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WOLF-Garten – SDL 2100 
 

Quiet Shredder with Power 
 

Knife Roller copes with Branches up to 35 Millimetres 
 
 
The new shredder generation by WOLF-Garten works with knife 
rollers. With 92 dB(A), the device is far quieter than some other 
universal shredders. With a powerful 2100 watt engine capacity, 
branches up to 35 millimetres in diameter are no problem for this 
new machine. 
 
Anyone wanting to get their garden in order knows how many 

branches fall when caring for wood. Anyone with a shredder to call 

their own can consider themselves lucky. Especially one, which does 

not noisily ring out over the land of your neighbours. With the SDL 

2100, WOLF-Garten is now launching an efficient quiet shredder on 

the market. Thanks to the knife roller, the powerful machine is 

convincing with a low noise level of just 92 dB(A).  

 

Once it has been started up, the SDL 2100 deals with branches with a 

diameter of up to 35 millimetres. The 2100 watt engine, which can be 

operated with 230 volts, is equipped with a motor overload switch and 

zero voltage switch. The roller works just as well backwards as it does 

forwards. A restart fuse is also one of the features.  

 

The vibration-free automatic feed when branches are placed in the 

easily accessible opening is particularly pleasant when working. The 

cut branches land reliably in the sack, which comes with the machine. 
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The chassis is made of steel and plastic. The characteristic WOLF-

Garten red and black contrast elegantly. The yellow wheel covers add 

a chic touch of colour.  

 

The machine can be easily and safely set up in the garden. The stable 

chassis with the its equally stable handle follows virtually every 

manoeuvre reliably, be it up and down, over sticks or over stones.  

 

The SDL 2100 is brilliantly suited for the somewhat smaller plot. From 

spring 2011, it is available for around € 249.00 in DIY stores and 

garden retailers. 

 

Further information about on this subject can be obtained from MTD 

Products AG in 66129 Saarbrucken. 

 
Note for editors: This text and photographs can be found and 

downloaded under the following link: 

www.waschzettel.de/page.cgi?ID=30542 
 

 

MTD, the “Modern Tool and Die Company”, with its headquarters in Cleveland, Ohio is 

the world’s largest manufacturer of motorised gardening tools. MTD Products Inc. was 

founded in 1932 and is still family owned. MTD has manufacturing capacities in the 

USA, Europe and Canada. 

 

MTD offers every gardener – whether professional or hobby gardener – a product range 

from five brands on the European market; MTD, GUTBROD, YardMan, Cub Cadet and 

also WOLF-Garten, which covers nearly every application in the garden. Every brand 

makes its mark through individuality and unmistakeable optic. All of the brands 

compliment a wide spectrum if motorised garden tools; from electric lawnmowers to 

motor hoes and snow blowers all the way up to miniature tractors. 


